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Umbilical cord blood (UCB) stem cells [4] are hematopoietic stem cells [5] (HSC) that are recovered from the blood of the umbilical cord [6] and placenta [7] after birth. Umbilical cord blood is rich in cells that express the CD34 molecule, a surface protein that identifies cells as stem cells [4]. Prior to the discovery of UCB stem cells [4], it was standard procedure to discard the umbilical cord [6] and placenta [7]; now much effort is devoted to raising public awareness and to encouraging people to store or donate cord blood. The importance of these cells lies in potential clinical treatments of blood-borne diseases, as well as the possibility of restoring cells of other lineages, such as cardiac and neural cells. These possible uses have given rise to cord blood stem cell banking [8], both private and public, where cells can be frozen and stored for later use.


The main application of UCB stem cells [4] is in curative therapies for diseases of the blood, such as leukemia, lymphoma, and sickle cell anemia [14]. These diseases are treated by a procedure called hematopoietic cell transplant [16] (HCT), which uses any source of hematopoietic stem cells [9]. Though mobilized peripheral blood is the most commonly used HSC in these therapies, UCB stem cells [4] are proving to be a promising alternative for several reasons. First, these cells are readily available and have a low cost of acquisition. Umbilical cords are plentiful and are often discarded as a byproduct of birth. Second, these cells seem not to trigger significant immune responses, which allows for more flexible matching. Since these cells have not yet fully developed, it is presumed that they are equipped with an immature immune response and are not yet programmed to attack specific antigens, which prevents rejection by the body. Third, there is less chance of graft vs. host infection (GVHI); GVHI is an immune response by the host body against the donor’s cells. This decrease in frequency of GVHI allows for more flexible matching.

The use of UCB cells is not without drawbacks. The limited number of cells in each unit of cord blood has restricted the use of the UCB stem cells [4] to children and smaller adults. The general trend is that smaller individuals need fewer cells while larger individuals typically need more. In addition, individuals cannot be treated with a second donation of cells from the same donor. Failure of the first donation requires the use of a different donor. Last, the time of engraft (incorporation into the host) for UCB stem cells [4] is much longer than for bone marrow
and peripheral blood stem cells. During this time, the individual is at high risk for infection.

Ethical concerns also surround these cells, but they currently are not significant enough to prevent their research. First, given the possibility that congenital diseases could be transplanted along with the cells, the issue of privacy surfaces when the donated cord blood is checked for genetic diseases. This can be prevented by testing the blood for abnormalities but this would also investigate the genetic disorders of the donor, which many consider to be unethical without the donor’s consent. Second, the question of ownership of the cells is raised. One particular issue with ownership is whether a donor is entitled to recover donated UCB stem cells in case they, or a relative, needs them. Moreover, it is in question whether donors might be entitled to monetary compensation since UCB collection banks charge for the use of the cells. Third, since these cells can be donated, the allocation of UCB stem cells becomes an issue. With such a limited source, the question arises as to who determines, and by what guideline, the end recipient of these cells.

Several legislative actions have directly affected the use and research of UCB stem cells. During his presidency George W. Bush raised opposition to conducting research with embryonic stem cells and demonstrated strong interest in alternative stem cell use including UCB stem cells. He signed the Stem Cell Research and Therapeutic Act of 2005 into law and established a national inventory of high quality cord blood samples. Moreover, Bush’s Executive Order 13435, which was signed on 20 June 2007, shifted funding away from embryonic stem cell research to other sources of pluripotent stem cells including UCB stem cells. This executive order was reversed by President Barack Obama on 9 March 2009 when he signed Executive Order 13505. This order allowed funds to be shifted away from UCB stem cells back to embryonic stem cells.
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